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Executive
summary
KEY FINDINGS
• 5 5% of retailers say they either don’t
share, or could do better, at regularly
sharing gross margin performance
throughout the business
• 4 9% of retailers don’t know their stock
turnover rate
• A lmost one in five retailers said they
don’t adjust sales promotion activity or
purchasing commitments in response
to sell through rates
• 8 7% of retailers say they know their
average order value
• B
 ut 36% of retailers don’t measure
their units per transaction
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Why are retailers missing one
of the most important pieces
of the puzzle?

A

s a smaller or high growth retailer understanding
and managing your performance is key but is no
easy task. These types of business see constant
change, especially when on a fast growth journey.
But true success in retail relies on more than just
passion and gut instinct.
Monitoring performance through the analysis of KPIs (key
performance indicators) is vital to maintaining growth and
profitability but what are the main KPIs you should be measuring?
When and how do you know the warning signs are there that
growth and profitability are in danger? How do you decide on the
trigger points that mean it’s time to invest in systems that will
better allow you to better manage and track such KPIs, ensuring
your business stays healthy and you stay focussed on the important
role of operations?
These were the key questions we wanted to answer in this
whitepaper and associated retailer survey, produced in association
with three of our titles, InternetRetailing, eDelivery and Tamebay,
in conjunction with our partner Brightpearl.
Together we identified five KPIs we feel that smaller and high growth
retailers should be keeping an eye on and explored how retailers were
monitoring and managing them. They are gross margin, stock turnover
rate, sell through rate, average order value and units per transaction.
By using the five key KPIs, and knowing when each has hit
breaking point, smaller and fast growing retailers can better judge
when the need to upgrade and invest in the business is – allowing
retailers to better manage their operations more profitably and
successfully as a result.
What we found was a rather mixed approach to how retailers
handle and monitor KPIs. Many retailers admitted they simply
didn’t have the time, systems, resources or proper understanding to
have a true grip on what their businesses are doing.
This is a dangerous situation to be in. As one of the retailers we
interviewed in this report says: “KPIs are essential otherwise you
are working in the dark. How do you know when it’s time to worry
if you are not watching the dials?”
Retailers know they should be tracking such KPIs to make the
right decisions informed by data rather than guesswork to drive
their businesses forward. However for some it’s not so easy with
retailers having to pull in data in from several different systems
– introducing the risk for inaccuracy as a result. Having the right
data to hand is key.
Liz Morrell
Research editor

A

s this whitepaper shows, the
majority of smaller UK retailers
are failing to monitor major factors
impacting the growth of their
business.
Using five different variables relative to a cross
section of businesses, the research shows that less
than two thirds of those who participated in the survey of small and midsized growth retailers for this whitepaper, are exercising due diligence in
important areas including gross margin; stock turnover rate; sell through
rate; average order value and units per transaction.
The results raise questions as to how retailers can grow effectively
if KPIs are not being closely monitored and managed, especially since
retailers are then unable to respond with the appropriate levers to boost
such KPIs and are competing with elite retailers who do.
An increased rate of change has led to a focus on agility. Measuring
performance to highlight trends and key indicators to make more
informed business decisions should form part of an ongoing, detailed
business strategy. It’s an important part of the puzzle for all retailers,
to keep up with the fast-paced retail environment and outperform
competition.
The lowest feedback rating was found in the sell through rate with just
over a quarter of retailers reporting that they do not monitor their sell
through rate at all, and half revealing that they do not know their gross
stock turnover rate. This is despite 87% reporting that they are sure of
their average order value, proving that there is major discrepancy between
the amount of profit that retailers believe they are making, compared to
what is actually being re-invested in the businesses.
Without incorporating targets into the business plan, it is difficult to
understand where the business is failing and how to improve it. As all five
key areas of the survey are proving to be as dysfunctional among retailers,
it is clear that current methods are inefficient and must be improved.
Retailers need control and visibility of KPIs and to be able to see and
manage these in an easy to use system, allowing them to concentrate on
other areas of the business. The survey therefore reiterates the urgency
of incorporating an automated retail management system into business
operations. By automating a large proportion of the back-office processes,
retailers can minimise the capacity for human error interfering with
important aspects of the business, which will boost overall efficiency. An
omnichannel platform, whilst initially more expensive, would eventually
prove to be more effective for increasing growth.
Derek O’Carroll
CEO
Brightpearl
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Survey results
GROSS MARGIN

#1
#1
#1

•	82% of those surveyed operated on gross margins
of between 10 and 60%
•	Only 39% of retailers track gross margin on a daily basis
•	55% of retailers say they either don’t or could do better at regularly
sharing gross margin performance throughout the business
•	Market conditions, competitor activity and currency exchange have
all had the greatest impact on gross margins in the past
12 months

#2
#2
#2
#3
#3

KPI #1 Gross margin:
Are you making enough
to survive?

#5
#5

U

STOCK TURNOVER RATE

•	49% of retailers don’t know their gross
stock turnover rate
•	Only 37% of retailers monitor their stock
turnover rate continuously
•	Average stock turnover rate per month
was 38

Total sales revenue minus
cost of goods sold

SELL THROUGH RATE

#3

•	27% of retailers say they never monitor their sell through rate
• 20% measure sell through on a weekly basis
•	The time of year and demand have the biggest impact on sellthrough rates
•	Almost one in five retailers said they don’t adjust sales
promotion activity or purchasing commitments in response to
sell through rates

#4
#4
#4

#4

#5

THE EQUATION

÷

Total sales revenue and
expressed as a

%

KEY SURVEY
RESULTS

AVERAGE ORDER VALUE
•	87% of retailers know their average order value leaving 13% that
don’t
•	36% of retailers adjust both sales promotion activity and
purchasing commitments
•	30% of retailers adjust neither in response to information about
average order values

UNITS PER TRANSACTION
•	36% of retailers don’t measure their units
per transaction
•	59% of retailers use product recommendations to boost what’s sold
•	Free shipping offers and ‘customers also bought’ promotions are
other tools used

• 82% operate on gross margins of
10-60%
• Only 39% of retailers track gross
margin on a daily basis
• 55% of retailers say they either don’t
or could do better at regularly sharing
gross margin performance throughout
the business
• Market conditions, competitor activity
and currency exchange have all had the
greatest impact on gross margins in the
past 12 months
• 42% of retailers fail to adjust their
gross margin targets continuously in
reaction to changing influencing factors

nsurprisingly gross margin is the most important KPI to
monitor since it is what deems whether a business will
survive or not. If it’s too low a company simply won’t be
able to meet its operating costs and will ultimately fail.
The measure is defined as a company’s total sales
revenue minus its cost of goods sold which is then divided by total sales
revenue and expressed as a percentage. Tracking margin as well as sales
helps you to manage your profit levels rather than simply your turnover,
ensuring that what you do as a business is done profitably.
Whilst it’s less of a worry for retailers of mass scale, for smaller
companies identifying the right margin at which to operate is tough and
varies hugely according to sector. These can range from 30 to 50% for
clothing retailers to 100-500% for more niche speciality retailers with
lower sales volumes who need to up prices to survive.
In our survey, more than half of retailers (52%) had margins of between
30-60%, and nearly a third (30%) of between 10-30%.
Margins are further affected by outside influences too – such as
currency – that can impact retailers’ costs at a wider level, pushing up
supply chain costs for example.
How well are retailers tracking gross margin?
So how well are retailers tracking gross margin? In an ideal world it
should be tracked daily but only 39% of our respondents tracked their
gross margin on a daily basis all the time, 23% tracked it daily sometimes
and 38% said they didn’t track it daily.
Retailers also seem to be failing to share gross margin performance
regularly throughout their business. This again is puzzling given it’s a key
KPI that retailers should be managing and communicating. Whilst 46%
said they did, 27% said they could do better in this regard and 28% didn’t
share it regularly throughout the business.
When asked to choose the three factors that most impacted their
gross margin in the last 12 months it was market conditions that topped
the poll. 61% of respondents cited it as an impact. This was followed by
competitor activity for 53% and currency exchange for 48%. Supplier
price increases, most likely forced by impacts such as market conditions
and currency exchange, had most affected gross margins for 42% of those
surveyed.
But the survey also showed that retailers weren’t necessarily reacting
to such changes in conditions with 42% of retailers not continuously
adjusting their gross margin targets as a result.
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KPI #2 Stock turnover rate:
Is your stock working hard
enough for you?

KPI #3 Sell through rate:
Identifying your
best performers

S

tock turnover rate is a measure of the number of times
that inventory is sold or used in a period such as a
year. The equation for stock turnover equals net sales
divided by the average inventory.
As with gross margins stock turnover rates can vary
hugely. These can be impacted by several factors. For example goods
such as fruit and vegetables will have a higher turnover rate, especially
when compared to businesses in the higher priced, luxury sector where
the higher price and more limited demand means that products simply
don’t shift so quickly.
Stock turnover rate is a measure of how hard you are working your
investment in stock. It also has implications on working capital since
if product is left sitting on the shelf that is money which can’t be spent
on growing the business. Such stock also runs the danger of becoming
obsolete if left hanging around too long, leading to the need for
discounting and impacting gross margins as a result.
In our survey retailers had an average stock turnover rate of 38 per
month according to our results, but as already mentioned this variance is
largely down to the type of goods across the retailers that we surveyed.

KEY SURVEY
RESULTS
• 4 9% of retailers don’t know their gross
stock turnover rate
• O
 nly 37% of retailers monitor their
stock turnover rate continuously
• A verage stock turnover rate per month
was 38

THE EQUATION
Net sales

÷

The average
inventory

A need to better measure and understand this KPI
The survey showed that retailers need to better understand their gross
stock turnover rate with an almost equal split (51% for yes and 49% no)
amongst those who know their gross stock turnover rate and those
that don’t.
And once again this comes down to a failure to collect the data. Only
37% of respondents say they are continuously measuring their stock
turnover rate. That leaves a third (34%) of retailers not monitoring stock
turnover rates continuously and 29% only doing so to a degree.
But this simply isn’t acceptable for a business that wants to survive.
“You have to know the value of your stock at any point of time to gain
insight into the efficiency of your retail business,” says Derek O’Carroll,
CEO of Brightpearl. “As long as stock is turning you have cash flow. This
is why lots of small businesses go under because their cash gets tied up in
stock,” he says.
Retailers in our survey reported a variety of impacts as a result of poor
stock turnover rate - from capital tied up and poor cashflow to obsolete
goods, which as we have already seen, affect margins as a result.

S

KEY SURVEY
RESULTS
• 27% of retailers say they never monitor
their sell through rate
• 20% measure sell through on a
weekly basis
• T he time of year and demand have the
biggest impact on sell through rates
• A lmost one in five retailers said they
don’t adjust sales promotion activity or
purchasing commitments in response
to sell through rates

THE EQUATION
Sales

÷

Stock on Hand
(at beginning of month)

× 100 and expressed as %

ell-through rate is defined as the percentage of products
you purchased and actually sold to a customer. For
example, if you buy 100 dresses from a wholesaler
and sell 80 to customers, leaving 20 in stock, your
sell-through rate is 80%. So, the formula is as simple
as sales divided by the stock on hand at the beginning of the month
multiplied by 100 and converted to a percentage.
Measuring and tracking this KPI over a period allows retailers to better
understand how goods are selling and what their sales patterns may have
been impacted by. This allows the retailer to adjust purchasing or pricing
accordingly and to make informed stock decisions rather than
knee-jerk ones.
Our survey found that the frequency of which retailers monitor their
sell-through rate differed hugely. One in five retailers (20%) measured it

on a weekly basis, 17% said they
monitored it monthly and 14% said they
monitored it daily. However more than a quarter (27%) of those surveyed
said that they never monitored it at all.
Identifying the best sellers
And, once again, sell through rates are affected by a whole host of
external factors. Our survey found that demand and the time of year
(which of course in itself can define demand) were the biggest influencers
on sell through rate – both cited by 28% of those surveyed. This was
followed by related promotions and marketing for 14% of retailers and
pricing for 14%.
This metric helps retailers and product suppliers identify the products
that are selling most effectively. These can see how well supply matched
demand and how they can better improve the product assortment
– through both purchasing and sales promotions - to compete more
effectively. But not all retailers are doing this. Nearly one in five
(18%) said they adjusted neither. 17% said they adjusted purchasing
commitments and 24% adjusted sales promotion activity. Less than half
(41%) adjusted both.
O’Carroll suggests retailers can balance out the effects of external
factors on sell through rates through a variety of methods. “Planning the
year in advance, looking back at historical data to buy the right products
and know your seasonal peaks e.g. Christmas, keeping an eye on the
competition and their prices, taking advantage of flash sales to create
demand, generally being proactive with your sell through rate so you can
ensure that you get rid of products which aren’t moving and buy more of
those which are,” he says.
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KPI #4 Average order value:
Understanding how
much your average
customer spends
KEY SURVEY
RESULTS
• 8 7% of retailers know their
average order value
• 3 6% of retailers adjust both sales
promotion activity and purchasing
commitments
• 3 0% of retailers adjust neither in
response to information about average
order values

THE EQUATION
Ttotal sales

÷

total transactions

KPI #5 Units per transaction:
Understanding how
many things customers
are buying

T

his KPI is the retailer’s average order value total over a
specific period of time. Often referred to as the average
purchase value this KPI, used alongside other KPIs
such as sell through rate and stock turnover rate, helps
retailers better understand the impact of everything
from marketing campaigns to product placement. That in turn allows
retailers to better understand and adjust ranges and strategies in line with
customers’ buying behaviours and patterns.
Many of the retailers we surveyed, 87% in total, say they know their
average order value. This is seemingly encouraging since it’s a strong
indicator of performance. Although it doesn’t directly give an indicator of
profitability, it does give you an idea of what to expect from X amount of
your customers.
And, as we have already said, it also allows retailers to get an idea of
which marketing tactics are working. “That allows you to repeat them and
get more high-value customer sales,” says O’Carroll.
In our survey we asked if retailers used such information to adjust
sales promotions and purchasing commitments to see how they were
using such levers to stimulate basket sizes and order values and prevent
themselves being left with excess stock.
The results showed that nearly a third (30%) used neither levers. Nearly
a quarter (24%) adjusted sales promotion activity only and 10% adjusted
purchasing commitments. Only 36% of respondents said that they
adjusted both.
Yet this KPI should be used closely with the units per transaction KPI to
help better manage supply chain and inventory. Like units per transaction
it can be easily stimulated through promotional measures such as
bundling, upselling and cross selling additional or similar products;
adding free shipping thresholds to get the order value up, or applying
a set discount on minimum order values. “If retailers aren’t tracking
average purchase value then they are not paying attention to – or taking
advantage of – the information that will help them grow their business,”
says O’Carroll.

T

KEY SURVEY
RESULTS
• 36% of retailers don’t measure
their units per transaction
• 59% of retailers aim to boost units per
transaction with
product recommendations
• Retailers use a range of measures to
boost units per transaction

THE EQUATION
Ttotal units sold

÷

total transactions

he units per transaction KPI measures the average
number of goods that customers are purchasing in
transactions rather than their value. For example, if
an £80 average order value comprises two products
then the average item value is £40 and the units per
transaction or items per order is 2. Combined with the average order
value this measure gives retailers a clearer understanding of exactly what
their customers are buying.
Again, this KPI enables allows retailers to understand the balance of
their customers journeys across various channels – allowing them to test
out initiatives such as free shipping to drive up the average basket size
online, for example.
As we saw in the previous section most retailers we surveyed were
measuring their average order value (87%). But when it comes to
measuring how many items customers are actually buying retailers aren’t
tracking this so well according to our survey, with just under two-thirds
(64%) of those we surveyed doing so.
But failing to measure units per transaction and then react to
such findings means that a retailer is unlikely to grow, since it is so
losely tied in to average order value and, like average order value,
is easily stimulated.
Boosting units per transaction should be a key aim for retailers but
29% of retailers said they didn’t do anything to attempt to do this. This is
a wasted opportunity, according to O’Carroll, especially since it involves
customers the retailer has already won over. “Units per transaction is a
very important measure for retailers to think about,” he says. “It costs a lot
of marketing spend to gain new customers but the cost of increasing their
units per transaction is much less,” he says.
Online retailers can use a range of measures to boost units per
transaction in the same way as they can to boost average order value (the
two being so closely intertwined) and in our survey those retailers that do
boost units per transaction use various methods - the most popular being
product recommendations for just over half (59%), free shipping offers for
41% and customer also bought promotions for 37%.
Instore it could be smaller steps for big rewards, according to O’Carroll.
“Questions retailers should think about include are you giving your
employees the tools they need to build real relationships that can increase
units per transaction? And whether a simple question like: ‘Did you
find everything you were looking for today’ can help you increase that
number?,” he says.
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How retailers are
using KPIs within their
growing businesses
PINK BOUTIQUE
Keeping on top of a demanding super glam customer
www.pinkboutique.co.uk

At super glam women’s fashion, shoes and hair extensions
online retailer Pink Boutique the company is still growing fast.
The company launched in the founder’s living room five years
ago and enjoyed growth of 325% from FY13 to FY15 and has
amassed a cult following of more than 1.5 million social
media users.
Commercial director Dan Arden says that keeping a
close eye on the company’s KPIs is essential to success. “In
today’s retail market, where innovation and development
occurs at such a rapid rate, it is vital to ensure that business
measurement remains at the core of this to optimise
profitability and prioritisation,” he says.
Gross margin, stock turnover rate, sell through rate,
average order value and units per transaction are reported
and monitored on a daily, weekly, monthly and seasonal
basis, says Arden. “These are the key KPIs of the buying and
merchandising team and they are targeted and performance
measured and managed against these using a KPI dashboard,”
he says.
And the reasons for tracking them are clear, says Arden.
“Gross margin ensures that the profitability of both the

supplier and customer
transactions are
optimised and that the
relationship between
volume and price is
continually maximised.
Stock turnover rate
and sell through rate
ensure that we operate with a dynamic range
and that we continue to optimise our newness cycle and
apply the OTB in high returning product areas. Average order
value and units per transaction ensures that we are giving the
customer the complete customer experience. It is our measure
of how we are delivering against the customer’s expectations
through selling and optimising the customer’s transaction,”
he says.
The KPI dashboard is discussed with the whole business on
a weekly basis to ensure the retailer is on track and that all are
motivated in the same goals to grow the business further.

WOOLOVERS

www.naturalbabyshower.co.uk

Organic and ethically made baby products retailer Natural Baby
Shower was originally launched from the kitchen table of couple
Clifton and Victoria Vaughan but now sells via its website as well
as various multiple online marketplaces and an offline store.
Running multiple channels is a tough challenge for any
business but for a fast-growing business like Natural Baby Shower
tracking all elements was proving
difficult according to Clifton Vaughan,
director and co-founder of the business.
“We were struggling to manage the
back-end of our website which was our
main sales channel at the time,” he says.
The challenge of keeping track of
orders and maintaining visibility into
the business meant the retailer was
beginning to run the risk of letting
customers down. It was also losing
management time that should have been
spent sourcing and investigating new
products to trying to understand and
manage the business logistically instead.
The lack of data and insight that the
company had into the business was also proving a challenge.

Since then the company has invested in a system from
Brightpearl that allows it to better track and manage its KPIs,
saving up to 60 hours a month in tasks that were previously done
manually according to Vaughan. “We’ve been able to delve in and
analyse our business and now we know exactly how we’re going
to grow it moving forward,” he says. “It gives us the time back we
need to spend buying and sourcing new
products for the business.”
“KPIs are very important and we have
really started to get into them in the last
six months,” says Clifton. full stop. He
says the company’s focus is on average
order value, return on ad-spend,
conversion rates and stock turnover
rates. “We are also concentrating on
gross margin as we now buy more/sell
more,” he says. “KPIs help you track
progress and pinpoint opportunity.
They provide a springboard to grow
your business in profitability/sales
whilst keeping an eye on the results of
your business.”

THE FURNITURE MARKET
Planning more KPI communication in the business
www.thefurnituremarket.com

Using tracking of KPIs to understand trends early
www.woolovers.com

At knitwear retailer WoolOvers chief executive officer Neil
Sansom says he monitors all of the KPIs mentioned in this
whitepaper on either a daily or weekly basis depending on
which KPI it is through automated reports from the company’s
back-end systems. “They are a key indicator of business
performance and decide actions to be taken by the business
in terms of trading, pricing, promotions and merchandising
priority,” he says.
Such systems allow the company to monitor and track the
KPIs very well thanks to the automation of information, he
says. “We do have adjustment factors to margin and potentially
wholesale sales might inflate sell through rates but these are
key indicators so we understand the numbers and logic behind
them very well,” he says.
Performance of the KPIs is shared with all key managers
and the leadership team and discussed weekly at trading and

NATURAL BABY SHOWER

leadership meetings
plus monthly at
executive and board
level. Staff in various
departments are also
targeted with KPIs,
such as call centre on units per transaction and average order
value. Quarterly communications to other staff members also
helps to keep them informed as to KPI performance, says
Sansom. “Tracking of KPIs against target and budget are
imperative so that we understand trends early,” he says.
Like many retailers for our report he uses tools such as mix
and matching pricing, free delivery thresholds and 2 for and 3
for promotions as well as incentives in the call centre to help
boost units per transaction and average order value for
the business

Buying directly from factories means that pureplay retailer The
Furniture Market is able to offer quality design led furniture at
a fraction of the cost of high street stores. Goods are shipped via
shipping containers directly to the company’s head office and then
transported on to the customer. The business was originally founded
in 2004 and operates its own fleet of vans to deliver to its customers.
The company’s head of ecommerce Rob Walters says that the
retailer aims for a gross margin of 50% but he says the company is
pragmatic about this and does not track it religiously. “As with all
trading we often find we have to accept a lower gross margin due to
competitor procing. When we do look to lower prices to move units
we always consult the gross margin,” he says.
He says The Furniture Market is somewhat held back on KPI
monitoring because of platform issues and that the company will do
more upselling activities when it does replatform.

Walters
says he also
plans better communication of KPIs and
their importance in his business. “The office and management
team are aware of the tracking of cost of sale and the target
of 10%. I have been limited to how much I have been able to
communicate throughout the business in recent years, however
we are working on communication internally to give the
broader business more of an understanding of KPIs and how
the business monitors and manages marketing performance
online,” he says.
The company focusses closely on other KPIs surrounding
online performance but with a limited inventory of under 1,000
products means monitoring KPIs is relatively easy, says Walters.
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CLIKEMPIRE
Using KPIs to keep the engine running smoothly
www.clara-olivia.com

At Clikempire owner and managing director Andrew
Grant measures three of the five KPIs we mention in
this report for his lingerie business Clara Olivia.com – a
business he originally bought in 2016 but which has been
providing fine lingerie for A to K cup women for the past
ten years.
His main KPIs include gross margin, average order value
and units per transaction. “They are a key way to know that
the business is doing what it should be doing on a daily
basis when combined with monitoring daily revenue and
cashflow,” he says.
Grant says that looking at them on a daily basis is vital
to this business. “It’s very important. It’s like checking the
fuel in your car – it’s something you do every day almost
unconsciously,” he says.
When it comes to gross margin consistency is key,
according to Grant. “It’s about buying at consistent prices
and selling at consistently profitable prices,” he says.
Likewise, he says average order value and units per
transaction are key headline figures in his system that he
is able to see every day. Promotions such as discounts for
multi-buys and free delivery offers are used to push up
both JPIS.

He says knowing how to measure other KPIs can be a
challenge for a small business such as his. “The three that
I track are not a challenge as my system records them in
real time,” he says. But he admits confusion around the
remainging KPIs. “The other two I don’t understand or how
to measure,” he says

A

URBAN RIDER
Using data to become a lean, mean riding machine
www.urbanrider.co.uk

When friends Will Starritt and Andrew Taylor initially launched
their business in 2007 it was with the taking on a lease of an existing
motorcycle store that had been trading for more than 20 years. The
business was transformed into Urban Riders and has since grown to
in excess of £1 million in sales.
The company added an online store to its physical store offering
in New Kings Road in London but needed to control and manage
both channels as the company grew, particularly when it came
to managing inventory and optimising cash flow. The ability to
crunch the numbers of a small, fast growing business, has been
essential and was a key reason the retailer invested in a system
from Brightpearl. “A lot of small businesses don’t have the time or
necessarily the skills to really dig down into a lot of their data to see
where they’re making money and where they’re not,” says Taylor.

In summary:
Why you can’t ignore KPIs

Having the
information to
hand also helps
the company
better
manage its
existing stock,
especially since it sells across various channels including
marketplaces like eBay too. “Brightpearl allows you to manage
multiple channels so you can keep your stock really lean and
make the best use of your cash,” he says. For a business that is
also investing in options such as same day delivery service and
fitting and so needs to be as lean and reactive as possible that
really is vital.

“

Success means
investing in the
systems and
processes that
allow such data
to be easily
accessible and
shareable

”

s we have the seen in the explanations of the various
KPIs, our survey and in our retailer interviews, the
importance of monitoring the main KPIs in your
business simply cannot be underestimated – especially
in those smaller, high-growth businesses where
competition with the elite means a failure to monitor
such basics simply can’t happen.
The KPIs discussed in this whitepaper are just a handful of the
hundreds of KPIs that retail businesses can choose to measure – meaning
the task can be somewhat daunting. Get too granular and they will eat up
your time and, more worryingly, could point you in the wrong direction.
It can be tough to measure KPIs and metrics when a retailer doesn’t
have the right systems in place but having the right data – that is accurate,
reliable and reportable – is key. Retail is a mixture of art and science but
if you’re stuck doing the admin behind the KPIs, rather than having them
easily accessible, then you won’t be able to focus on the data you need
to optimise your operational efficiency. It can mean operations getting
costly, or out of control, or you or your staff spending hours managing
data and doing manual non-differentiating tasks, rather than investing in
growth activities.
Success means investing in the systems and processes that allow such
data to be easily accessible and shareable, because retailers simply can’t
afford to survive on gut feel alone. Being able to not only action such data,
but also to share it with the rest of the business to inspire and help inform
action is a must-have.
And, as well as better competing with the competition and running a
more profitable, successful business, such monitoring of KPIs also allows
businesses to be ready for peaks in demands, supplier issues or simply
new retail challenges – all of which are much easier to be prepared for
when you have all the facts at your fingertips within a business.
As O’Carroll says “Metrics matter for a number of reasons: they help
you become more profitable, they help you bring in more sales, and they
help you control costs. Not only that, when it comes to investors and
suppliers, you need to have these numbers to hand to demonstrate how
well you’re managing your business. Working on the right levers within
a retail business means you can improve some pretty important areas;
increase sales, improve cash flow and grow your business profitably,” he
says.
KPIs are exactly what they say on the tin. Key performance indicators.
Without them you simply won’t be operating at your best.

www.internetretailing.net
www.edelivery.net
www.tamebay.com
Download the whitepaper at: http://etail.li/5retailKPIs
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